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WOW alcohol
months away

Frozen pipes rupture, cause ﬂooding in four campus buildings

by Alyssa Wood
Hatchet Reporter

by Jess Calefati,
David Ceasar
and Kaitlyn Jahrling
Hatchet News Editors

Students won’t be able to purchase alcohol at the
WOW Wingery and Café until nearly May, a GW ofﬁcial said.
WOW, which opened the ﬁrst week of spring semester after four months of delays, was expected to serve
beer and wine upon opening Jan. 17. It will take three
more months to obtain the correct liquor license for the
venue on the ﬁfth ﬂoor of the Marvin Center, said Nancy Haaga, director of Campus Support Services.
The D.C. Alcoholic Beverage Regulation Administration said GW has not yet submitted the application, as of last week.
Part of the reason for
the delay in ﬁling the liquor
license amendment, Haaga
said, is that the University
had to wait for several D.C.
inspections to take place. She
said the inspectors could only
come once the facility was
completely constructed and
ready for opening. WOW was originally slated to open
early last semester.
Although the Marvin Center already has a liquor
license, it only allows the service of alcohol in a theater,
private club, boat or train. Jeff Coudriet, ABRA’s director
of operations, said amending the Marvin Center’s type of
license is extremely unusual and has only occurred in a
few cases – the most recent of which is the 9:30 Club’s successful application.
“It doesn’t happen a whole lot,” Coudriet said, adding
that the 9:30 Club, a concert venue in the U Street district of
D.C., waited two months after submitting its application
before receiving approval.
See WOW, p. 6

Mall guards
train at GW
by Reed Cooley
Hatchet Staff Writer
A new GW program is helping train shopping
mall security guards to prevent terrorism.
For the past 18 months, the GW Homeland
Security Policy Institute has been working to
develop and administer a 14-hour program to
train mall security guards to recognize signs of
evolving terrorist attacks and to take preventative
measures.
The International Counsel of Shopping Centers,
a private group consisting mainly of mall-owning
organizations, awarded the Institute a $1.8 million
grant to cover the costs of research, development
and administration of the program to the first
22,000 security guards.
Paul Maniscalco, a senior researcher at the institute, said that mall-owners recognized the change
in the security environment after Sept. 11 and that
shopping centers had been terrorist targets in other
countries like Ireland, Italy and Russia.
“ICSC came to the GW Homeland Security
Policy Institute to help redefine what the level of

Ben Solomon/photo editor

A facilities management employee looks at the damage in the EMeRG ofﬁce located on the bottom ﬂoor of the Marvin Center Tuesday afternoon.
EMeRG members attempted to salvage what they could from the ofﬁce
after a pipe burst, ﬂooding the space.

The recent onslaught of
below-freezing temperatures
has dealt a heavy blow to campus water pipes since Tuesday.
Four buildings experienced
flooding after pipes ruptured in
the Marvin Center, the hospital,
a sorority townhouse and the
Law School, prompting evacuations into weather in the mid20s. Assistant Media Relations
Director Matt Lindsay said the
unseasonably cold weather in
the District was to blame for the
plumbing problems.
Facilities personnel, whom
Lindsay said conduct daily
inspections of boilers and pipes,
will assess the damage across
campus.
On Wednesday afternoon,
a burst pipe forced the overnight relocation of 16 members of the Phi Sigma Sigma
sorority from their house on G
Street between 20th and 21st
street. Lindsay said the building’s electricity was shut down
Wednesday while a maintenance crew cleaned up the
standing water on the ground
and basement floors. The students were housed Wednesday
night in residence halls around
campus.
“We’re hoping to have them
let in as soon as possible, but we
don’t have a set time frame,”
Lindsay said. He added that
the majority of furniture was
unaffected because the flooding
occurred below the bedrooms.
Flooding on the ground
floor of the Marvin Center triggered an evacuation from the
building between 5 and 5:30
p.m. Tuesday, Lindsay said.
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by Andrew Ramonas
Senior Staff Writer
Musician Steven Tyler, actor Joaquin Phoenix, U.S. Rep.
Dennis Kucinich (D-Ohio) and
other members of Congress
came to Lisner Auditorium
Monday night to lobby for
the creation of a Department
of Peace in front of an eclectic
crowd of 200 people.
The star-studded event
was the culmination of three
days of lobbying by the Peace
Alliance for “808,” a bill sponsored by Kucinich that calls for
the creation of a Department
of Peace. The bill, which was
introduced for the fourth time
in the U.S. House of Representatives Monday night, would
create a department that
would advise the president on
peaceful solutions to domestic
and international violence.
Phoenix, who attended the
annual “Department of Peace
Conference” last year, said
that he was “incredibly mo-
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See FLOOD, p. 12
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See MALL, p. 10

Aerosmith lead singer Steven Tyler performs in Lisner Auditorium
Monday night during an event hosted by the Peace Alliance.

Flooding in the Marvin Center
caused EMeRG – the student-run Emergency Medical
Response Group – to relocate
their base of operations on the
ground floor to a nearby residence hall, according to the
University Police Department.
Pools of water on the
Marvin Center’s ground floor
and plumes of smoke or steam
related to the pipe leak were
visible from H Street.
The Marvin Center is
equipped with both a fire and
a water-flow alarm system,
which signaled the building
alarm to sound. Lindsay said
the University has alarms to
prevent excessive water damage, but flooding is sometimes
unavoidable.
“Folks are always assessing
and learning to see what if anything can be done better in the
future in a situation like this,”
he said.
EMeRG carried waterdrenched equipment and supplies out of the building, as
they prepared to move its command center to Crawford Hall
Tuesday. The group’s communication, computer and medical equipment sustained water
damage because of the flooding.
EMeRG’s move to Crawford is
temporary but there is no timeline for a possible return to its
office, Lindsay said.
Marvin Center Managing
Director Michael Peller said
the facility experienced problems earlier Tuesday when a
water alarm sounded at about
8:30 a.m. Both incidents in the
building on 21st and H streets
were related to a hot water pipe
located above the EMeRG offices, he added.

tivated and inspired” by the
movement.
“I have to say ‘fuck yeah,’”
said Phoenix, who won a Golden Globe award for the movie
“Walk the Line” in which he
portrayed the late singer and
songwriter Johnny Cash.
“I’m just really excited
about today and what has
been going on the last couple
of days,” Phoenix said during
the event.
He then introduced Tyler,
lead singer of the rock band
Aerosmith. Tyler explained
how Peace Alliance Founder
and Chair Marianne Williamson convinced him to perform
at the event.
“I get a call from Marianne
and she tells me what she is
doing,” said Tyler, who was
vacationing in Maui, Hawaii,
when he received the call.
“She said, ‘The road with no
obstacles probably leads to
nowhere.’ That was the end of
my vacation.”
Tyler, who was accompanied by pianist and guitarist
Russ Irwin, sang three of his
hit songs including “I Don’t
Want to Miss a Thing,” “Pink,”
and “Dream On.” Kucinich
echoed the message of Tyler ’s
song, “Dream On.”

Average low temperature
on Tuesday and Wednesday

Univ. restricts
basketball line
by Jake Sherman
Sports Editor
The University is expecting
a capacity crowd for Saturday’s
men’s basketball game against
conference rival Xavier at Smith
Center and is taking measures
to ensure a “level playing ﬁeld”
to get lower-tier seats, Assistant
Athletic Director Jason Wilson
said.
Students hoping to get a
seat with a GWorld may also
run into problems. More than
3,000 GWorlds have been validated for student entry into
Smith Center with approximately 1,600 student seats. If
every student who is eligible
comes to the game, they will be
hard pressed to ﬁnd a seat.
“We haven’t had a soldout student center this year, so
we’re hoping everyone comes
out,” Wilson said.
The entrance ramp to Smith
Center will not be open for students to line up until 1 p.m.
Saturday, seven hours prior to
game time. The doors to the
building will open at around 7

p.m., Director of Athletics Jack
Kvancz said.
Athletic ofﬁcials are concerned about students standing
in the cold weather all day and
are encouraging students to attend a pre-game barbecue in
Kogan Plaza at 1 p.m. Students
will not be permitted to camp
out Friday night, partially due
to frigid temperatures the MidWest and Mid-Atlantic regions
have been experiencing, Wilson said.
“If students are hearing
that kids are sleeping out, it
will be a lot of pressure (to line
up early),” Wilson said. “At
night, it’s going to drop down
to single-digit degrees.”
University Police and the
athletic staff will block the entrance ramp with a bike rack,
Wilson said. The University
cannot control whether students line up on the sidewalk
or street, both of which are
public property.
Anticipation is running high for this game,
See XAVIER, p. 9

See TYLER, p. 6
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THURSDAY
Mock Interview Mania
Hone your interviewing skills
to help land that dream job.
Log onto GWork to see
participating employers and
schedule a time.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Locations vary
Sponsored by the Career
Center

Doc Bengali Hypnotist Show
Catch the show after the
Women’s Basketball game
as part of Air George: Winter
Hoopla 2007.
9:30 to 11 p.m.
Marvin Center Grand
Ballroom
Sponsored by Program
Board

FRIDAY
Colombia Human Rights Film
Screening
Join the filmmakers of the
documentary ‘Silencing
Justice’ about Human Rights
in Colombia.
6 to 8:30 p.m.
Marvin Center 3rd Floor
Amphitheater
Sponsored by PorColombia
GWU

SUNDAY
Ballet Basics for Beginners
Learn the basics with the help
of Balance: the GW Ballet
Group.
6 to 7 p.m.
Marvin Center 2nd Floor
Studio
Sponsored by Balance: the
GW Ballet Group

SANOTE
Senate passes marijuana
reform
The StudentAssociation Senate
passed a resolution Tuesday night
submitted by GW’s chapter of
the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, which
calls for the reduction of sanctions
imposed on students caught using
marijuana.
Greg Hersh, president of GW
NORML, proposed that sanctions
imposed for marijuana use be less
than or equal to alcohol violations.
Eviction from campus housing is the minimum sanction for
students caught violating drug
policy, while it may take more
than three liquor violations before
a student is evicted from campus
for illegal alcohol use, according to
the GW Code of Student Conduct.
However, all violations are evaluated on a case-by-case basis and
could be “more or less severe than
what is recommended,” said Tara
Woolfson, director of Student Judicial Services, in an October 2005
interview with The Hatchet.
“We need to change (the
University’s) policies and reduce
the harm done to students,” said
Hersh, who was accompanied
by a dozen NORML members at
Tuesday’s meeting in the Marvin
Center.
GW NORML needed to obtain
100 student signatures in a petition
in order for the resolution to be introduced in the SA Senate, without
a senator’s sponsorship.
“It gives much more legitimacy to our group,” said Hersh about
bringing the resolution from the
student body. “It shows the will of
the students. The SA will now help
share the responsibility.”
SA Sen. Kevin Kozlowski
(ESIA-U) said that the approval
of the resolution was “the most
important thing” accomplished in
this year’s SA.
“I have never seen so much
passion,” said Kozlowski, a sophomore. “This is something submitted for students by the students.”
The resolution did face some
opposition in the body. According to SA Sen. Michael Gettlin
(SoB-G), a graduate student, the
resolution does not properly convey NORML’s arguments to the
University about conﬂicting regu-
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lations on alcohol and marijuana
use.
“I would have preferred to
see a resolution that reﬂected
NORML’s concerns about what
they perceived to be inconsistent
enforcement of discipline at the
University as opposed to the merits of having equal punishments
for marijuana use and underage
alcohol consumption,” said Gettlin, who voted against the resolution.
If signed by SA President Lamar Thorpe, a senior, the resolution will be transmitted to GW
administrators and the GW Board
of Trustees’ student affairs committee for consideration.
In October 2005, University
President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg said in an interview with The
Hatchet that the University will
“probably not” change its drug
policies. NORML has been lobbying for change of policy but has
been working on developing this
SA resolution since the beginning
of the year.
The SA Senate also passed a
“Mid-Year Review and Adjustment Act” and a resolution calling
for the removal of student’s Social Security Numbers on ofﬁcial
University transcripts and documents.
The “Adjustment Act” allocated $3,100 to student organizations
and made $30,000 available in the
SA co-sponsorship fund, said SA
Sen. Andrew Salzman (GSEHD),
chair of the ﬁnance committee.
The Senate also allocated $5,000 to
the Joint Elections Committee, the
ﬁve-person body overseeing this
year’s elections.
The senate will not meet next
week. The next senate meeting is
scheduled for Feb. 20, the day before the SA Elections.
–Andrew Ramonas

GREEKBRIEF
Alpha Phi hosts annual heart
week
This week the Alpha Phi sorority is hosting its annual Healthy
Heart Week to raise awareness
about heart disease in women and
to raise money for the Alpha Phi
Foundation.
The foundation is part of the
sorority’s national philanthropy
and has been a focus of the GW

SNAPSHOT Featuring Phoenix

Ben Solomon/photo editor

Golden Globe award winner Joaquin Phoenix appears at Lisner Auditorium Monday night. Phoenix, who starred in “Walk
the Line,” gave hugs to GW students who waited outside.

chapter since it was chartered in
2003.
February is American Heart
Month and the foundation also
sponsors its own Cardiac Care
Month with the goal of raising
awareness about heart disease – the
No. 1 killer of American women.
“We are anticipating a great
turnout from the Greek community and non-Greeks alike,”
said director of Publicity and
Advertising, Stephanie Gresalfi, in
a press release.
The week began with an event
at Juice Zone in the Lerner Health
and Wellness Center. Fifteen percent of the proceeds from the
night went to the foundation.
Following this event, the sorority
hosted the “Healthy Heart BBQ”

on Wednesday afternoon. The barbeque offered free food at the Alpha
Phi townhouse on 23rd street.
Alpha Phi will also host its
annual King of Hearts Party at
Dupont Circle’s Café Japone
tonight. The final, the Dating
Game, will be held Friday, from
7 p.m. to midnight in the Grand
Ballroom of the Marvin Center.
According to a press release, the
game is modeled after a popular
1970s television show. Greek-letter members from various chapters will participate in the game.
Flyers with information about
heart disease and how to become
involved in the fight against it
were distributed at many of the
week’s events.
—Marissa Bialecki

Corrections and
Clariﬁcations
Corrections
In the article “Activists
protest Iraq War” (Jan. 29, p. 1)
“Dancing Flowers for Peace”
member Noel Martz was
mistakenly characterized as a
male. She is one of the seven
female members of the group.
In the article “Endowment breaks $1 billion” (Feb.
1, p. 1), University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg
was misattributed in saying
that Princeton’s endowment
is $200 million per student; he
said their endowment is about
$2 million per student.
In the article “World Bank
hosts Rwanda genocide talk”
(Feb. 5, p. 8) The Hatchet misreported the inﬂuence cameraman Nick Hughes’s images of the Rwandan genocide
had on the 2004 ﬁlm “Hotel
Rwanda.” In the same article,
the ethnicity of Thomas Kamilindi, born of a Hutu mother and a Tutsi father, and his
Hutu wife were misreported.
In the article “Housing
deadlines approaching – be
prepared,” (Feb. 5, p. 7) Seth
Weinshel was misquoted as
saying that there will be a list
for students who are unhappy
with their assignment. There
will not be a list, but students
who are unhappy with their
assignments can sign up for a
room swap and ﬁnd another
to swap rooms with.
In the article “Chaplain
weighs Guantanamo” (Feb 5, o.
3) The Hatchet erroneously reported the sponsoring group of
the event. The Muslim Student
Association sponsored the event.
Clariﬁcation
In the Opinions column
“Transparency needs to make
an appearance” (Feb.5, p. 4)
the author Juliet Moser stated
that some University ﬁnancial
records are hard to ﬁnd and
that ﬁnancial records should be
available to students. The University makes available reviews
of the last four years worth of
operating budgets on the University Budget Ofﬁce’s Web site
at www.gwu.edu/~univbud.
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Campus Plan Arab journalists argue over Iraq
Kalb
hears approval Marvin
questions free
by Kaitlyn Jahrling
Metro News Editor

The Zoning Commission
unanimously voted to advance
GW’s 20-year Campus Plan
application Monday night, after postponing its decision in
mid-January.
The 20-year plan would
replace the current agreement
between the city and GW on
development restrictions. In
its Jan. 17 hearing on the plan,
the commission agreed that it
would split up its decision on
the University’s development
plans into two phases. The
first segment deals with specific construction sites, while
the second step is approving
the Campus Plan in its entirety.
The commission did not
schedule a final approval hearing for the plan.
GW submitted the 20-year
Campus Plan in spring 2006,
and the Zoning Commission
has held eight hearings on
it since September. GW has
had a 10-year Campus Plan in
place since 2001. But to further
develop the University and its
infrastructure while staying
within its campus boundaries,
GW set out in 2005 to create a
new plan focusing on increasing building height as opposed
to sprawling into surrounding
Foggy Bottom.
To compensate the neighborhood for the Campus Plan’s
increased building density, the
University needs to offer public amenities to residents. At
the Jan. 17 meeting, Zoning
Commission Chair Carol Mitten said by delaying their decision, the commission hoped
to show GW how serious it is
about stronger commitments.
Commissioners
asked
school officials for more measurable community benefits
for sustainable development,
historic preservation and locally owned retail. GW generally adopted the commission’s
recommendations for more
specifics on offering community amenities.
The University argued it
could not make additional
commitments to preclude
buying off-campus residential
property for University use.
Mitten noted that community members have been
concerned that GW might purchase additional property beyond its campus boundaries.
She said she couldn’t understand, “Why – if they
maintain in the Campus Plan
that they need this density to
supply the (campus) – they

can’t make the commitment
not to buy any off campus
property?”
At Monday’s special session,
the
commissioners
agreed that GW had sufficiently enhanced its amenities, as
asked, and recommended that
the National Capital Planning
Commission approve the application. The NCPC is a federal commission of appointees
from both D.C. and the federal government that review
changes in D.C. zoning.
Margie Fleming Glennon,
spokesperson for the NCPC,
said her commission has 30
days to consider the application and will discuss it at the
public hearing March 1. She
said they will likely consider
GW’s development as it affects the capital planning of
23rd Street and Washington
Circle – city elements D.C.
Grand Planner Pierre Charles
L’Enfant considered centrally
important.
City elements that were
central aspects D.C. grand
planner
Pierre
Charles
L’Enfant had for the city, she
said. Fleming Glennon added
that the application would
also be checked to see if it adheres to the citywide height
restrictions between 130 and
160 feet.
“We’re basically commenting on whether or not the project has impact on the Federal
interest,” she said.
Tracy Schario, director of
GW Media Relations, said the
University was pleased with
the decision. She surmised
that the Zoning Commission
will not go back on its approval of the development or
20-year Campus Plan after it
comes back from the NCPC.
Schario added that the approval of the development
sites gives insight to the unscheduled decisions of all future Campus Plan actions.
“They’re separate applications but ... you can’t approve one without the other,”
Schario said.
Con Hitchcock, a zoning
lawyer representing two Foggy Bottom community groups
opposed to University expansion, said he was not surprised
by the decision because the
commission hinted at its approval at the last hearing. He
said the community is more
interested now in how the
Zoning Commission decides
on the two Campus Plans in
the end.
Hitchcock said “we are
waiting to see what is actually
said on the final order.” n

SJT oﬀers aid
to heiress

then reached out with an offer of
assistance.
“She’s a local kid. She seems
University President Ste- to be in trouble ... What a sad sitphen Joel Trachtenberg offered uation if she could not afford an
to help the daughter of late Red- education,” Trachtenberg said.
skins owner Jack Kent Cooke
Given that Jack Kent Cooke
pay for college, while the 19- set up a scholarship foundation
year-old settles a dispute over for needy students, Trachtenher father’s estate.
berg said it was particularly imGerald Kauvar, special as- portant that Cooke’s daughter
sistant to the president, said the attend college. Jack Kent Cook
University offered Cooke ﬁnan- passed away nearly a decade
cial aid in the form of loans if ago.
she qualiﬁed for admission to
Trachtenberg said it is not
GW. He said she is in a tempo- unusual that students in dire
rary crunch that will most likely situations who come to him with
clear up in a few years, when problems receive assistance in
she would be expected to repay completing their education at
the funds.
GW. Such aid is usually enough
Cooke’s lawyer, J. Benjamin for the student to get by, he said,
Dick, said yearly trust payments but it’s not overly generous.
of $50,000 are not enough to ﬁ“Obviously we haven’t got
nance both her education and Fort Knox in the back room,” he
personal spendquipped.
ing,
according
He
added
to a Washingthat he did not
“I
think
he
did
it
ton Post article.
believe Cooke
Cooke, who was
because you know, would take him
attending Southup on the offer.
there’s a student in
ern
Methodist
Kauvar said
University
in
despite the atneed. She’s not the tention of the
Dallas, is suing her father’s
media,
ﬁrst and she won’t national
estate for more
Tr a c h t e n b e r g
money
after
did not offer the
be the last.”
coming up short
ﬁnancial aid anon her payments
ticipating
this
to the university
reaction.
GERALD KAUVAR
for the fall se“I
don’t
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO
mester.
think he did it
THE PRSEIDENT
In an interfor publicity,”
view with The
Kauvar said. “I
Hatchet,
Dick
think he did it
said he had not called Kauvar because, you know, there’s a stuback yet but would when his dent in need. She’s not the ﬁrst
client made a ﬁnal decision. He and she won’t be the last.”
said she will probably not take
Kauvar said Trachtenberg
Trachtenberg’s offer.
has sometimes offered his own
“It wouldn’t be appropriate discretionary funding to help a
at this time,” Dick said.
student and it is always underTrachtenberg said he con- stood that when the student betacted Cooke out of compassion comes successful he or she will
for her situation and GW’s com- return the favor through alumni
mitment to current and former giving.
residents from the D.C. area. He
Kauvar added, “Some peosaid he ﬁrst heard of Cooke’s ple pay back a lot more than
situation in the Post’s article and they borrow.” n
by Kaitlyn Jahrling
Metro News Editor

press in Mid East
by Adam S. Beck
Hatchet Reporter
Four members of prominent
Arab news sources debated MiddleEastern opinion on the Iraq War
and what it means to be an Arab
journalist during Monday night’s
“Kalb Report” at the National Press
Club.
“The Kalb Report” is a public affairs debate program hosted
by notable journalist and former
“Meet the Press” host Marvin Kalb
and is aired on radio and television.
Opinion on the U.S. war in Iraq
dominated the panel discussion,
which is jointly sponsored by GW,
Harvard University’s Shorenstein
Center and the National Press
Club.

The panelists represented the
pan-Arab newspaper Al Hayat, the
leading Arab television network Al
Jazeera and Al Jazeera’s main competitor, Al Arabiya. The journalists
disagreed with each other on most
issues, and the discussion became
heated at times with the guests
yelling over each other.
Abderrahim
Foukara,
Washington bureau chief for Al
Jazeera, criticized the Iraq War as
a “quagmire.” He said most Arabs
sympathize with the late Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein, contrary to
the U.S. picture of him as a cruel
tyrant.
“The majority of the Arab
world did not see Saddam in a
negative light,” Foukara said.
Al Hayat columnist Raghida
Dergham, the only female participant in the discussion, agreed with
Foukara. She said the overwhelming opinion in her region is that the
U.S. invasion was unwelcome.
“Our public never trusted
American intentions behind this
war,” she said.

Stavan Desai/Hatchet photographer

Raghida Dergham of Al Hayat discusses the Iraq War with Marvin
Kalb on the “Kalb Report” at the National Press Club Monday night.
Salameh Nematt, also an Al
Hayat columnist, disagreed with
Foukara and Dergham, his col-

league. He said Hussein deserved
See KALB, p. 5
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“The majority of the Arab world did not see
Saddam in a negative light.”
Abderrahim Foukara, Washington bureau chief for Al Jazeera, talking
about Arab media at the “Kalb Report” Monday night.

Gabriel Okolski – Opinions Editor (gokolski@gwhatchet.com)
Kyle Spector – Senior Opinions Editor (kspector@gwhatchet.com)

editorial

Focus on syllabus
access only
There is almost nothing more frustrating
along the academic path through GW than
the lack of information provided about courses prior to registration. An often out-of-date
class bulletin, cryptic course titles and the
lack of consistency in similar courses taken
with different professors confounds students
and forces them into classes without sufﬁciently articulated expectations. A new Joint
Committee of Faculty and Students proposal
to post syllabi online could mitigate this situation, but only if the proposal does not include a mandatory test bank as well.
The idea of putting old exams online is not
new – the Student Association has been talking about it for several years and nearly every year an SA presidential candidate promises to post the documents. None, however,
have accomplished this task. While access to
old tests online may one day aid last-minute
studiers, the proposal to require a mandatory
posting of all syllabi ﬁles online has much
more positive potential ramiﬁcations.
Allowing access to syllabi should be a
much higher priority than posting exams.
Students deserve to know the speciﬁcs of
each class before registering, so that they
can determine which professor and which
section is right for them. Currently, the only
guide to university courses is the University
Bulletin, which does not list many speciﬁc
course descriptions and is often outdated for
certain departments, or fails to list descriptions for special topics courses.
In addition to providing more transparency for students, online syllabi would reduce the number of students that add or
drop courses after the ﬁrst day of classes,
easing demands on the registrar and possibly ensuring that more students get into the
classes they actually want.
Any concerns that educators have regarding public syllabi and privacy rights
can be easily mitigated by restricting access to those
with a GWid.
U l t i m a t e l y,
Students deserve to
however,
these concerns
know the speciﬁcs
should come
secondary to
of each class before
students’ right
to access the
registering, so that
information.
Overall,
they can determine
this initiative
should prove
which professor and
easy to implement.
Many
which section is right professors already upload
electronic verfor them.
sions of their
syllabus to the
Blackboard system.
Online exams prove to be a much more
controversial intellectual property rights issue, as they more directly reﬂect a professor’s
course material. In light of the vociferous debate likely to come from such an initiative,
the JCFS should separate a presumed future
push for an online test bank from its syllabus
initiative. If the two are packaged together,
professors may fear that the former may lead
to the latter, and not support either.
The placement of exams on the Internet is
ultimately a student issue. If those who will
be taking tests are unable to adequately ascertain study requirements for an upcoming test
during class or during private meetings with
a professor, then that issue should ultimately
be reported to academic ofﬁcials. There has
never been a requirement or burden on professors to provide students with their past
material, and this should not change.
The SA could easily take the initiative to
overhaul the test bank; however, under no
circumstances should the JCFS require professors to post their exams on the Internet.
Doing so would not only open up a Pandora’s box of controversial issues on intellectual
property, but it would also erode any efforts
to post syllabi online.
Students have a right to correct and detailed information about the courses in which
they wish to enroll. Alternatively, they have
the responsibility to adequately prepare for
tests through consultations with their professor, rather than through the electronic crutch
of an online test bank.
The GW
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Cast your political net closer to home

As political students, we cannot forget the local issues that aﬀect us

W

ashington is an attrac- to spend their adult lives in D.C.
tive place for GW stu- as lobbyists, wonks, staffers or
dents to spend their whatever else they may aspire to,
four undergraduate years for rea- keeping abreast with local issues
sons ranging from its rich his- couldn’t be more important. The
tory to being the other city not important lesson students can
too far from New Jersey. Chances learn early is that in D.C., more so
are, however, that most GW stu- than in other metropolitan areas,
dents are attracted to D.C. for city politics matters.
those important buildFor obvious reasons,
ings located on or near
the District government
Pennsylvania Avenue.
doesn’t get a fraction of
But there is another
the attention garnered by
building on Pennsylvania
the federal government.
Avenue that, despite its
Still, some of the deciuniquely political nature,
sions made in that other
is usually overlooked by
building on Pennsylvania
GW students, especially
Avenue have made or will
SAM
those studying politics.
make a serious impact on
The John A. Wilson
our lives as both college
SALKIN
Building, located at 1350
students and adults who
COLUMNIST
Pennsylvania Avenue,
may soon be living in the
houses both Washington’s
District.
Furthermore,
Mayor and City Council
while most people think
and serves as the headquarters of real impact is made on the national
the D.C. government. Chances are, level, it quickly becomes clear that
however, that your typical GW the most tangible effects of govstudent has no clue it exists. One ernment can be felt much closer
of the most infamous political axi- to home.
oms is that, “all politics are local,”
Don’t believe me? Even in the
yet we seem to display a huge void past week, news stories in the
in attention to what happens clos- Washington Post have shed light
est to us.
on how important local politics in
As many GW students plan D.C. can be. Tuesday’s Post reports

that Councilman Jim Graham is
planning to introduce a bill that
would force clubs serving alcohol
after 11 p.m. to obtain a special
license to allow entry to patrons
under 21. These are the kinds of
decisions that impact people our
age, despite the fact that we aren’t
permanent residents. These are
also the kinds of issues that we can
speak up on or participate in with
a real chance of being heard.
Perhaps the most decisive
and most pervasive local issue in
Washington has been that of D.C.
statehood and voting rights. At
last week’s Democratic National
Committee meetings, politicians
announced plans to begin a grassroots effort to increase awareness
of the D.C. statehood issue. For
those of you who don’t know, the
only representation the city gets
in Congress is through Eleanor
Holmes Norton, a Democratic delegate who can only vote in committees and on amendments to legislation.
However, a recent proposal
outlined in Sunday’s Washington
Post would give D.C. a full-fledged
seat in Congress and would give a
seat to Utah, a red state, to offset
the inevitable addition of another

Democrat.
In a town dominated by the
seemingly important issues, it is
easy to overlook the smaller “less
important” issues. It is unfortunate that campus organizations
such as the College Democrats
and College Republicans so often
tow the national party line but are
quick to forget the real happenings
in their backyard.
Topics ranging from abortion
rights to the war in Iraq may seem
sexier than the club hours, but
they do not directly affect our
daily lives the way local issues do.
On the simplest level, the federal
government doesn’t collect your
trash or plow your streets. While
some of us may only be four-year
residents of D.C., it is intensely important to have pride and
awareness of where you live and
what is happening around you.
A trip down Pennsylvania
Avenue for most might be an aweinspiring tribute to patriotism and
love for the good old US of A.
Maybe now it can also be recognized as a testament to the importance of local government and
local pride.
–The writer, a junior majoring in
geography, is a Hatchet columnist.

College sports: America, 1 – Europe, 0

Colonials basketball games epitomize the college sports experience
I was vibrating and almost falling. People ing like this, at least not in Leeds, England teams more attention. Increasing students’
to each side of me on the wooden bench were where I usually study. Not even the soccer involvement in their institution is not only a
jumping up and down at different times, so I team playing the national sport draws a crowd, fun way for the individual to let some excess
couldn’t keep my knees straight. In fact, stand- let alone a screaming-so-you-lose-your-voice energy out, but it would also be a good thing
ing up in the middle of a bouncy inflated castle crowd. This may be understandable; after all, for a university’s reputation and recruitment.
filled with six-year-old kids who’ve eaten too who wants to stand outside in the rain for 90
This is, however, not as easy as it sounds.
much sugar would have been easier.
minutes?
For example, men’s coach Karl Hobbs gets a
I was at my first GW Colonials
But the climate isn’t the prob- hefty salary each year, and orchestrating such
men’s basketball game, and with about
lem. I once saw the Leeds University an event as a GW basketball game takes a
three minutes left, Maureece Rice gave STINE BAUER men’s
basketball
lot of time, staff and money.
GW its first lead in the game against
team play – I was
Few European universities
DAHLBERG one of four specta- I could get the same
Saint Joseph’s since their 2-0 lead at
have an excess of either – but
the outset. The Smith Center exploded,
tors. They did actulooking for inspiration costs
and I discovered one thing Americans
ally have cheerlead- atmosphere at a Premier
little.
do miles better than Europeans: colers though, but the
I have no good answer
lege sports.
three of them were stand- League soccer game in
as to why we Europeans are
As a true European, I take pride in pointing ing against one wall wearing
boring when it comes to colout what Americans do wrong – drinking light tracksuit bottoms under their
lege sports – maybe because
England,
but
only
if
I
was
a
big
beer, pausing sport games for advertisements, skirts, with a pom-pom in
we are known to be a bit
using the antiquated measurement system and one hand and wrapping their
more reserved (read: stuck
playing rugby with loads of armor are just a chewing gum around the tip fan of one of the teams. At the
up). But who doesn’t want
few. As soon as I walked into the Smith Center of their index finger with the
to have a Karl Hobbs jumplast Wednesday, however, I knew Americans other. No human pyramids, GW game, though, I didn’t need
ing on the sideline or a big
had properly beaten us here.
no glitter, no megaphones.
inflatable bopping, boxing
I left my posh European attitude at the door
For me, American college to know the players’ names
and hip-hop dancing foundand got caught up in the shouting, singing, sports aren’t just different
ing father? Who doesn’t want
clapping, jumping, whistling, yelling and danc- compared to college sports in or the team’s history to feel
to have the opportunity once
ing. I was doing that thing with my hands in Europe; professional sports
a week to sing along to a big
the air, moving my fingers up and down when are different too. I could get involved.
band playing Queen songs
someone was making a penalty shot. I tried to the same atmosphere at a
or to wear a big inflatable
sing along with the GW fight song, I was jump- Premier League soccer game
finger?
ing to get a free T-shirt and I even had a laugh in England, but only if I was a big fan of one
I rest my case and will accordingly take
together with Big George.
of the teams. At the GW game, though, I didn’t these questions back to the board of directors
The great thing is you don’t really have to need to know the players’ names or the team’s of Leeds University as soon as I get back to
be a die-hard basketball fan to enjoy a game; I history to feel involved. I already had a stake in Britain. I will tell them, “Go to GW. They really
don’t even really get the rules, but the atmo- the game: they were playing for my school.
understand how to do college sports.”
sphere made the hairs on my arms stand up
European universities should look at
–The writer is a junior majoring in
anyway. European university sports are noth- American colleges and start giving their sports
international affairs.
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Group works to
put tests online
by Sarah Karlin
Hatchet Reporter

Some professors are wary of
a student and faculty proposal to
make old tests and syllabi available
for free on a University Web site.
For the past three years, members of the Student Association
have promised to update the test
and syllabi ﬁle kept in their Marvin Center ofﬁces by increasing
available materials and uploading
documents onto a Web site. The
Joint Committee of Faculty and
Students, in part organized by the
SA, is considering a new resolution
that would require professors to
post syllabi online, and may pave
the way to electronically posting
old tests.
“I think we have to handle it
delicately and I think it will take a
while,” said JCFS chair John Artz,
who is also an associate professor
of Information Systems and Technology Management.
Artz said he supports the initiative but added that it will be
complicated to set up a Web site
and obtain professors’ support. At
the core of the issue is the debate
over intellectual property, which
provides professors with legal
rights over their syllabi.
“If you design a class, that’s not
that easy; it takes of lot of work,”
Artz said. Online syllabi raises concerns that other professors, possibly at other universities, could take
that work for free, he said.
The JCFS has proposed safeguards to ensure that other professors do not use the work. For
example, some SA senators have
suggested using a login system to
ensure that only members of the
University would have access to
the site.

KALB

from p. 3
his fate of losing power and ultimately being convicted of crimes
against his people.
“It was a good thing to overthrow such a dictator,” he said.
All four guests said the Western
world has a false perception of
Arab news sources. They said the
journalists are freer from political censorship than commonly
believed.
A woman in the audience
asked Dergham how she dealt
with being a woman in a field

Some professors are not just
worried about other educators taking their work. Some said they consider students looking at old tests
cheating.
“I’m very concerned about
high academic standards,” said
Bonnie Morris, an adjunct assistant professor of women’s studies.
“The search for shortcuts is a weird
trend.”
“For the ﬁrst 10 years that I
had been teaching here no one ever
took me aside and told me (about
the test ﬁle),” she said. “I felt very
much like I had been played.”
Other professors, like Lee
Sigelman of the political science
department, said he would not
mind posting his old tests because
he changes his tests every time he
teaches a new course.
Implementation of the program has not been on the top of the
SA’s agenda, even though during
ﬁnals and midterm weeks about 30
students come into the SA’s ofﬁce
to review the test ﬁle, said sophomore Timothy Little, the SA’s vice
president for Academic Affairs.
“Since the summer the SA has
extensively looked into converting
the SA test bank to an electronic
formation,” Little said. “Confusion
as how to give the copy machine
an IP address and lack of willingness to do so is what has caused
delay.”
The JCFS’s goal is to have the
resolution to the Faculty Senate by
the end of this semester, said cochair Charlie Leizear, a senior. The
body’s next meeting is on March 3.
If the resolution receives approval
from the JCFS, it will be passed
on to the executive committee of
the Faculty Senate, and if passed
there will be considered by the GW
Board of Trustees. n

dominated by men and in countries where women face prejudice.
Dergham responded that the number of women joining the profession – especially on television – is
growing, but there are still proportionally few female columnists.
The audience included many
students from D.C.-area universities as well as University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg.
Trachtenberg said the discussion was “nuanced and forthright.” He said this was an accurate
description of the problems in the
Middle East, where “there is never
a simple answer.” n
–David Ceasar contributed to this
report.
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CRIMELOG

personnel could repair the broken window.
–Open case

Simple Assault
2/04/07 – Marvin Center – 1:05
a.m. – open case
The University Police Department was
on patrol after an event in the Marvin
Center when ofﬁcers witnessed a ﬁght
occur between two individuals. Before
the ofﬁcers could break up the ﬁght,
one person was thrown into a window,
shattering it. The complainant refused
to ﬁle assault charges. UPD removed
everyone from the area and contacted
EMeRG and the Metropolitan Police
Department. Facilities Management
was also contacted so maintenance

Disorderly Conduct
2/02/07 – Crawford Hall – 2:40
a.m. – case closed
A roommate dispute between two male
students escalated into a physical altercation with the two students wrestling
with each other. UPD was contacted
and dispatched to the scene. The students were in separate rooms when
UPD arrived. Both refused to press
charges, and both refused further medical attention. The community director
was notiﬁed.
–Referred to Student Judicial Services

Assault
2/02/07 – Off Campus – 2:15 a.m.
– case closed
A female student reported being assaulted
by an unknown male outside a restaurant
after she and a male friend had gone to
several nightclubs. The unknown male hit
the student in the face several times. Her
friend tried to assist her, and he was hit
in the face as well. Both refused medical
treatment, and both refused to contact
MPD.
–Off-campus incident
Drug Law Violation
2/02/07 – Potomac House – 2:02
a.m. – case closed
UPD received a
call regarding
a
suspicious
odor. Ofﬁcers
responded
and met with
the occupants.
The community
director
was
contacted and
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conducted an administrative search. Two
bongs and 7.8 grams of marijuana were
found.
–Referred to SJS
2/01/07 – Guthridge Hall – 3:05
p.m. – case closed
During a health and safety inspection, Risk
Management notiﬁed the community director on duty of drug paraphernalia found
in a room. The community director contacted UPD ofﬁcers, who stood by during
the administrative search. Several pipes, a
bong and alcohol were discovered in the
underage students’ room. All pipes and
the bong tested positive for marijuana.
–Referred to SJS
Liquor Law Violation
2/02/07 – Ivory Tower – 12:21 a.m.
– case closed
UPD noticed a student enter Ivory
Tower who appeared to be intoxicated.
The student was underage and disorderly. Ofﬁcers contacted EMeRG, which
transported the subject to GW Hospital
for further medical treatment.
–Referred to SJS

WOW
from p. 1
Senior Jessalyn Pinneo said
she was particularly disappointed
that WOW was not serving alcohol. “We thought that it would be
fun to have a place on campus to
just go and have a drink,” Pinneo
said.
Additional deviations have occurred from the restaurant’s original plans, which were formulated
last summer.
The University initially publicized that WOW would have a
ﬂat-screen television at every table
and booth, but Haaga said money
was reallocated to construction in
the kitchen to provide a menu commensurate with a full restaurant.
There are 21 ﬂat-screen televisions
in the Hippodrome area that WOW
occupies, Haaga added.
The Southwestern-style food
venue is not yet a full-service restaurant – customers wait in line
and order from cashiers at a counter. Haaga said she hopes WOW
will have table service by the end of
February.
Orders have typically taken
up to 30 minutes from the point
when a patron enters the line at the
counter to when the food is served.
WOW is not a fast-food restaurant,
Haaga said, and students should
expect the made-to-order food to
take some time.

TYLER
from p. 1

“Believe it can happen,” said Kucinich,
who has announced his candidacy for president in 2008. “It starts right here and now.
We can transform the world with peace.”
The event, which was not sponsored
by GW and only received minimal advertisement on campus, had about 20 students
present and ﬁlled the auditorium to about a
quarter of its capacity.
Shortly before the show, event ofﬁcials
persuaded passing GW students, including
junior Sabreen Alikhan, to come in and ﬁll
the seats.
“I would have been interested in the
peace conference anyway (if I had known),”
Alikhan said. “However, Phoenix and Tyler
were a nice bonus.”
In addition to advising the U.S. president on peaceful solutions to violence,
the proposed “Department of Peace”
would create “violence-protection” programs to ﬁght domestic violence and
establish the “U.S. Peace Academy,”
which would be devoted to the study
and research of peace, according the
Peace Alliance Web site. n

“Once the order is placed, customers should expect to wait 15
minutes to receive their food, as
is the standard wait for most fullservice restaurants, she said. “The
WOW staff is working hard to get
fully up to speed in all aspects of
the new WOW and speed of service is expected to improve as the
staff become more familiar with the
operation and master the ‘learning
curve.’”
Despite changes and delays,
WOW’s menu and setting has attracted many students. Haaga said
there were about 24,000 individual
pieces of chicken purchased within
the ﬁrst week of the food venue’s
opening.
Freshman Melissa O’Brien said
she has enjoyed the restaurant despite setbacks and changes. She and
her friends have visited the restaurant several times since its opening
and even have menu favorites.
“The atmosphere is cool because there’s not another place
where you can come and eat with
a large group of people and just
watch TV,” O’Brien said.
Another anticipated alcoholserving restaurant on campus has
also faced difﬁculties opening as
planned.
TONIC, a restaurant moving
into the space formerly occupied by
Quigley’s pharmacy on the corner
of 20th and G streets, began construction in the spring of 2006 but
ran into permit delays shortly after
construction began. Now delays in
obtaining a liquor license have sur-

faced but co-founder and GW alumnus Jeremy Pollok said the bar and
restaurant will open regardless.
“If we have (the license) when
we open, you know it’s great. If we
don’t it’s a process,” Pollok said.
The restaurant and bar opening in Foggy Bottom is a spin-off
of Pollok’s original bistro in Mount
Pleasant, which is just east of the
National Zoo. The American-style
restaurant will serve a wide range
of dishes that are twists on traditional comfort foods, Pollok said.
Other features include a third-ﬂoor
gathering area with a stage.
Pollok said the building is
awaiting University construction
on the outside, which depends on
weather. He said the store’s manager and chef have already been
hired and he expects to open in late
March or early April.
TONIC’s liquor license application has been delayed indeﬁnitely
after concerns that the bar would
be in a residential neighborhood
and close to a D.C. public school.
A D.C. statute requires there be 400
feet of space between schools and
bars, and the School Without Walls
is within that distance.
“If they were applying on a
commercial block, there would be
no issue,” Coudriet said of ABRA’s
delay in deciding on the license.
He added that there has not been a
previous situation in the city that is
a precedent for TONIC’s license request, which is why there has been
a lot of discussion on the legal ramiﬁcations. n

G

et ahead by enrolling in Summer
School 2007 at Georgetown
University. Choose from over 300
courses and learn from the world’s
foremost faculty. Network and enjoy
exclusive Washington access available
only to Georgetown University students.
You’ve had enough ordinary
summer breaks.
This year, aspire higher.

Enroll in Summer School 2007
at Georgetown University.
Visit summerschool.georgetown.edu
or call 202.687.8700
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Cats in the Caribbean

Aussie band The Cat Empire ﬁnds their sound in Cuba
by Zach Pentel
Senior Staff Writer

When some bands are looking to channel
their influences, they intensely study a stack of
records. Others concentrate on deriving influence from one or two albums that they find to
have the most impact or similarity to what they
are trying to sound like. Their goal, of course, is
that the feeling and vibe of their favorite classic
albums will come through in their own music.
Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t.
But when Austrialian jazz-rock-latin fusion outfit The Cat Empire sought to take full advantage
of their Cuban influences, they didn’t throw
on a pair of headphones and over-analyze an
album or two; they went to Cuba.
It sounds like a pilgrimage, and maybe it is;
but they’re not going to take themselves that seriously. So what was it that drew them to Cuba?
The phenomenal local music? The beaches?
Drummer Will Hull-Brown summed it right up
in an e-mail interview with The Hatchet; “Hey,
there’s no Starbucks or McDonalds there.”
But isolation from fast-food aside, to capture
the sound that they wanted, they packed up and
moved to Havana for a month of intense recording sessions. They settled on the legendary
Estudio 101, the studio made famous through
The Buena Vista Social Club’s 1997 album and
documentary. It was the studio’s unique sound
and atmosphere that drew them in. “It’s such

a warm, rich, open and live sound because the
room is big and wooden,” he said. “Sometimes
smoking a cigar before doing a take would help
set the vibe.”
What emerged was “Two Shoes” (Velour), a
rollicking, unpredictable album that highlights
The Cat Empire’s startlingly unique group of
musicians. Due to their size, they are easily categorized as a ska or latin band, but their sound
tells a very different story. The intense combination – copious percussion, a DJ, a powerful horn
section (think James Brown), a reedy-voiced
singer and a quick-tongued rapper (think G.
Love and Special Sauce, not Kid Rock) – has
been converting fans around the globe.
The Cat Empire built their ravenous fan
base in Europe and Australia based on years
of relentless touring; in recent years they have
taken their live show to America, and so far,
they seem to like it.
“After talking to a lot of locals it seems to
me like we’re a breath of fresh [air] here,” said
Hull-Brown. “Maybe that’s because there is so
much rock, country and R&B here. You guys
don’t seem to go as crazy as some Europeans
do though, you seem to listen more than
dance.”
Their world travels have taken them to just
about every corner of the globe, and their worldliness is decidedly represented in their music.
See CAT EMPIRE, p. 8

Courtesy Velour Music Group

The Cat Empire brings their Cubanized Aussie goodness to the State Theater in Falls Church, Va.,
on Saturday. They just released their latest record, “Two Shoes,” from Velour Records.

Candy Apples oh-so-sweet
Apples in Stereo release their
ﬁrst album in ﬁve years, with
a little help from Frodo
by Amanda Hess
Hatchet Staff Writer

It’s no accident that the Apples in Stereo
had to add the “Stereo” to their name to avoid
sounding too much like the Beatles’ record label
– with their bright harmonies, catchy guitar
hooks and “woah-oh-woah” lyrics, the Apples
in Stereo just sound a heck of a lot like the
Beatles, period.
“We’re doing music that’s very close to
us,” Apples bassist Eric Allen said. “I guess it’s
because it’s the first music we listened to, so
it’s just natural. I don’t think of things in terms
of, ‘Oh, I want to make this sound 60s.’ It’s just
what I grew up on. Hopefully it sounds natural,
but that’s the way it comes out of us.”

But the Apples In Stereo have more to worry
about than reinventing Paul McCartney and
Brian Wilson. The Apples themselves have been
around for 15 years, and Tuesday released their
sixth studio album, “New Magnetic Wonder”
– now they have to worry about reinventing
themselves. “I think it’s new in a lot of ways,”
Allen says of “Magnetic.” “On our last album,
the sound was very stripped down, sort of
Ramones-y, but this one has kind of got everything. It’s a lot more varied than a lot of our
albums.”
It’s been five years since the Robert
Schneider-fronted Apples turned out their last
retro offering, “Velocity of Sound.” Though the
band officially hails from Denver, its members
live all over the country and have spent the time
pursuing individual side projects and, according to Allen, “just living our lives … hanging
out with our girlfriends.” But Allen, who joined
the band in 1995 after Schneider convinced the
former guitar player to pick up the bass, assures
Apples fans that the wait was well worth it: “It’s

the best Apples album ever!”
Whether or not “Magnetic” lives up to the
rough-edged rock of 2002’s “Velocity” or the
smooth pop of 1997’s “Tone Soul Evolution,”
the disc should get its fair share of play thanks
to a couple famous friends. “New Magnetic
Wonder” was the first album released on new
label Simian, headed by Elijah Wood – yes,
mop-headed little Frodo Baggins, Elijah Wood.
“It’s incredible,” Allen said of the partnership.
“Our album’s getting reviewed in more places,
more interviews, a higher profile than we’ve
ever had before. You can’t understate how
much Elijah Wood has helped, just because he
can go on Letterman and talk about The Apples
in Stereo – no one’s ever done that before.”
“New Magnetic Wonder” also features some
pretty high-profile contributions – it’s a veritable
reunion for Elephant Six, rock’s own Fellowship
of the Ring, a collective that spawned some of
the 90’s most successful indie groups, from Of
See APPLES, p. 8

Brokedown Brits
“Breaking and Entering” lacks subtlety, depth

to stake out the office. He chases
Miro back to his apartment, but
he’s too taken with the kid’s sexy
Bea, one of the characters in
mother, Amira (Juliette Binoche, “Bee
“Breaking and Entering,” doesn’t
Season”) to bother reporting the disunderstand the concept of metacovery. He quickly stumbles from his
phors. She should consider herself
nicely furnished nightmare into an
lucky, because her world is filled
exotic affair (Muslim Amira’s Serbian
with some real clunky ones – not
husband died in the war in Bosnia).
to mention all the awkward simiThis culture clash is promising,
les and inept analogies. Director
but Minghella doesn’t trust the audiand writer Anthony Minghella
ence to seek out the fault lines on
(“Cold Mountain”) is making a
its own. No idea is left unarticustatement about communication
lated, and the dialogue is as false and
in his film, and from the loaded
self-conscious as the characters. A
title on down, he won’t stop hitcleaning woman (Caroline Chikezie)
ting us over the head with it.
describes the police’s investigation
Jude Law (“All the King’s
as “like Kafka.” A Russian prostitute
Men”) plays another wealthy,
(Vera Farmiga) who hangs out in
weepy cheat. This time the guy
Will’s car when he’s patrolling, says
is Will Francis, an urban planner
out of nowhere, “Humans. We talk.
tied up in a 10-year non-marriage
Why?” Well, not like that we don’t.
to half-Swedish Liv (Robin Wright
Later, her nuggets of street wisPenn, “Empire Falls”). The couple
dom dispensed, the prostitute drops
is growing inexorably apart; Liv’s
out of the film. Amira’s troubled life,
Courtesy Weinstein Company/Laurie Sparham
depression has exacerbated the
similarly, serves only as a catalyst
Jude
Law
and
Robin
Wright
Penn
pull
apart.
“Breaking
and
Enterproblem. Bea (Poppy Rogers), her
to jolt Will out of his profound selfdaughter, might be autistic – in ing” explores cultural differences among personal problems.
absorption. In this would-be paean
addition to her language troubles,
to multiculturalism, the immigrants
she’s an obsessive gymnast who
are just there to produce a little bit
night after the launch party, all of GreenEffect’s
never sleeps and can’t stand certain colors.
fancy Apple products are stolen; they replace of liberal guilt without being, you know, an
Will, understandably, spends most of his them and it happens again.
annoyance.
time at work. His company, GreenEffect, is
“Breaking and Entering” is nicely shot and
The most dexterous thief is teenage Miro
designing an ambitious revitalization project (Rafi Gavron). Himself a budding architect, nicely acted, but neither is enough to compenin London’s seedy King’s Cross neighborhood. Miro is decent enough to leave Will a CD of the sate for its overall dullness. As a visual view of
Putting his money where his mouth is, he has pictures that were on his laptop during the first London, it’s captivating; as an intellectual view,
the firm set up shop there – only to come under raid on his second trip.
it’s a mess. Like Will, Minghella understands
siege from not-yet revitalized neighbors. The
Unsatisfied by police efforts, Will decides buildings much better than people. n

AN ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE FOR THE
CASH-STRAPPED COLLEGE STUDENT

$5 - $10 - $20

by Rachel Weiner
Hatchet Staff Writer

If you have

$5

Pocket it and take in some cinema at
the Black History Month Film Festival,
sponsored by William C. Smith and
Co. On Monday at 11 a.m. you can see
“Stormy Weather,” a 1943 musical featuring Lena Horne, Bill Robinson, Cab
Calloway and Fats Waller. On Tuesday
at 1 p.m., catch “Carmen Jones,” also a
1943 musical, this time starring Dorothy
Dandridge and Harry Belafonte. n

If you have

$10

Scrounge up two more, because
Jonathan Richman is coming
to the 9:30 Club on Friday. The
singer for the seminal protopunk band the Modern Lovers
(“Roadrunner” is amazing if you
haven’t heard it, but you’re more
likely to remember him as the
guitarist from “There’s Something
About Mary”). n

If you have

BARbelle
Marshall’s

2524 L St. N.W., Washington D.C., 20037
What’s a drinker to do on a Tuesday night when the pretty
young things at McFadden’s have turned you down and the
tables at 51st State have all filled up? If you’re a salt-and-pepper forty-something with a short-term memory problem and
a big credit limit, you head down the block to Marshall’s, sit
near the corner and jump on every group of girls that walks
in the place.
His name, let’s say, is John. We moved into his field of
blurred vision when three girls vacated a table by the window.
We ordered a pitcher of Red Hook ESB and John informed
us that it was on him. “I just donated 18 million dollars to
Katrina,” he said, swinging around on his stool to face us. “I
can afford it.”
After introducing himself to us, claiming he was 23 years
old, telling us how a girl stood him up at McFadden’s and the
bartender lost his platinum debit card, and showing us a picture of his 7-year-old son on his phone to boast that he owns
“49 percent of the Kokopelli Country Club – have you heard of
it?” – John turned to his drink for a while and let us enjoy the
bar. It turns out that Marshall’s is really nice – the converted
three-story townhouse sports a sleek wood interior, bartenders with ties, big screen TVs, and a private bar upstairs – but
despite its proximity to McFadden’s and 51st State, it’s not
exactly a college bar. No, Marshall’s is the bar you go to when
you realize, drunk into the night, that no matter how rich you
are, you’re too old to be chasing college tail. It’s also the place
you go, it seems, if you’re interested in chasing rich tail – no
matter how old it is.
John must have thought my roommate was one of those
girls – we have his interest in her to thank for the free beer
and the accidental entertainment for the evening. But though
he kept his attention on her the whole night – and came out
swinging with the never-fail over-the-top-charity-contribution-lie – John struck out for the second time that night. Finally,
as he left, he turned to her and said something I may never forget: “You look like my sister. My sister’s hot. But I can’t think of
her that way. But I want to think about her that way. But I can’t
think about her that way. But I will think of her that way.”
So maybe, instead, it’s best to head to Marshall’s with those
other rich, prying, overly friendly old people in your life – your
parents. The jukebox offered a mix of nostalgic hits and current
favorites – including, I think, the first time I heard “SexyBack”
and actually kind of liked it. And the place seems to bill itself
mostly as a food joint, so it might be worth it to bring the
family along to Marshall’s Monday night’s half-price burgers,
where you can eat in a lofty townhouse instead of McFadden’s
darkened basement.
It wasn’t until the end of the night that we found out why
Marshall’s was so nice. Thank god for creepy old men. Though
John footed two of our three pitchers – his sister look-a-like
insisted we cover the last one, a Sam Adams Hoegaarden-ish
white ale – the bill ran almost 20 bucks. So while Tuesdays may
find McFaddens and 51st State filled with girls who’ve stood
you up and bartenders who’ve dropped your debit cards, suck
it up, squeeze in, and make yourself uncomfortable – the price
is right. Even John finally got smart – our tab paid, we headed
home and passed him outside a crowded 51st State, sharing a
cigarette with a new lucky lady. n

Bar Belle Rating

$20

Go to Lisner tonight and learn
how to Flamenco dance. For your
$20, you reserve a spot to learn
the basics from the District’s Sara
Jerez-Marlow, followed by a wine
and cheese reception. There are
two sets of lessons, one beginning
at 7 p.m. with an 8 p.m. reception,
and one beginning at 9 p.m. after
an 8 pm reception. n

by Jeﬀrey
Parker
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CAT EMPIRE
from p. 7

music. But despite counting a
French and German speaker in
their ranks, they find that their
globetrotting ways can get
them stuck behind a language
barrier. “If we’re in Japan or
Spain, then we can’t really say
much between songs.”
The intensity of their live
show is well-represented
on “Two Shoes”; the album
flows from song to song, slipping in and out of genres as it
goes. The leadoff track (and
the album’s first single) “Sly,”
pairs pop sensibility with

their trademark horn-heavy
sound. From there, it drops
into the sliding groove of “In
My Pocket,” and before the
album is over, explores soulful grooves and hooks (title
track “Two Shoes”), dives
deep into Cuban jazz (“Sol
y Sombra”) and dishes out
huge harmonies on the reggae-tinged “Saltwater.”
Their lyrics range from
hilarious to confusing to hilarious and confusing. In “The
Car Song,” the heavy Aussie
accent of vocalist Felix Riebl
takes us on a chronological
journey from grade school to
the present, as he laments his
fifth grade crush being swept
away by a nerd he used to
give wedgies to “because he
worked too hard.” Now, it

turns out, this nerd is a lawyer with a Porsche. On the
frank and hilarious “Protons,
Neutrons, Electrons,” they
address such varied topics
as our chemical makeup (see
title), eating KFC, and sex
change operations.
But despite their eccentric lyrics, don’t confuse them
for a bunch of inexperienced
musicians. The instrumental
prowess that shows up all over
“Two Shoes” comes through
loud and clear during their
live shows, and makes for an
experience not to be missed.
The Cat Empire will perform at The State Theater in
Falls Church, Va. on Saturday.
Tickets are $17. Their album
“Two Shoes” is available now on
Velour Records. n

Georgetown University

Arts

this month in live music
by Nicole Cairns
Senior Staff Writer
February isn’t known for being a great month for live
shows, but fortunately a lot of great artists are visiting D.C.
this month on rare winter tours. Yeah, we’re all still sad about
missing Justin Timberlake last Friday at the Verizon Center,
but luckily there are plenty of shows you can see this month
that can take some of the pain away.
For one prime JT ticket (valued at $95), you could start off
your February with a little dose of emo. Kicking it off, Lifetime
with the World Inferno Friendship Society will perform at
the Black Cat Friday. After an eight-year hiatus, Lifetime
reformed in late 2005. A few months later, Fall Out Boy guitarist Pete Wentz signed the band to his label Decaydance. The
band will release a self-titled album, its first in 10 years, just
three days before hitting D.C.
On the Sunday, folk artist Alexi Murdoch will perform at
the Rock and Roll Hotel. Murdoch first splashed onto the U.S.
music scene when his single “Orange Sky” appeared on both
the O.C. and the Garden State soundtrack in the same year.
Also at the Hotel, local favorites Soft Complex will support
stellastarr* on the 13th.
If it’s too late to make reservations at your favorite restaurant on Valentine’s Day, take your loved one on an alternative
date. The Rock and Roll Hotel is hosting the Sex Worker’s
Art Show. Currently on national tour, the show features sex
industry workers performing burlesque to benefit local charity Helping Individual Prostitutes Survive.
Twenty local alternative and punk bands will perform at
the 9:30 Club and the Rock and Roll Hotel at Concerts First’s
Next Big Thing all-day music event on the 18th. On the 22nd,
Chin Up Chin Up and Somebody Still Loves You Boris Yeltsin
bring indie, and unusual band names, to the District when
they perform at the Black Cat.
To round out the month, rockers Army of Me will begin
their special backstage residency (they’ll perform several
shows in the next couple months) at the Black Cat. If you have
a car, and a few dollars left over, head over to Baltimore on the
28th to see The Clipse. These friends of Pharell released their
latest critically acclaimed album in November.
Finally, as if these shows weren’t enough, there are plenty
of great sold-out shows coming up. If you can get your hands
on a pair of tickets to see any of these bands, you’re one lucky
music fan. On the 16th, British indie-pop sensation Lily Allen
will perform at the 9:30 Club. Boosted by the success of her
break-up single “Smile”, her new album “Still Alright” made
nearly every top-10 list of 2006.
Also at 9:30, Emo-punk-rappers Gym Class Heroes will
play an early show on the 21st. Also, everyone’s favorite
acoustic-rock, banjo-playing, Boston band Guster will perform at the 9:30 Club on the 28th as part of a two-night
engagement. n

CONCERTCALENDAR
Feb. 9 – Lifetime, Black Cat, $15
Feb. 11 – Alexi Murdoch, Rock
and Roll Hotel $12
Feb. 13 – stellastarr*, Rock
and Roll Hotel $12
Feb. 14 – Sex Worker’s Art
Show, Rock and Roll Hotel,
$15
Feb. 14 – Mothertongue,
Black Cat, $10
Feb. 16 – Crap Dance Party,
Black Cat, No Cover.
Feb. 16 – Daphne Loves
Derby, Jaxx Nightclub, $16
Feb. 18 – Next Big Thing,
9:30 Club and Rock and Roll
Hotel, $15
Feb. 21 – Gym Class Heroes,
9:30 Club, Sold Out
Feb. 22 – Chin Up Chin Up,
Black Cat, $8
Feb. 28 – Army of Me, Black
Cat, $10
Feb. 28 - The Clipse, Sonar,
$16
Feb. 28 – Guster, 9:30 Club,
Sold Out

APPLES
from p. 7

TAKE YOUR CAREER FURTHER, FASTER.
MASTER’S DEGREES IN PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
JOURNALISM AND PUBLIC RELATIONS/CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
Earn the part-time master’s degree that combines a
Georgetown University learning experience with the
opportunity to gain experience through an industry
sponsored capstone project. Gain the conﬁdence and
credibility you need to advance your career.

VISIT CPD.GEORGETOWN.EDU/ MPS
OR CALL

(202) 687-9100.

Montreal and The Apples to nowdefunct bands Olivia Tremor
Control and Neutral Milk Hotel.
Olivia Tremor Control’s Bill Doss
has quietly joined as the band’s
official keyboardist, while indie
rock god Jeff Mangum will contribute, Pitchfork reports, “drums,
cow object, backing vocals, handclaps.” While the sounds of hands
clapping and a mysterious bovine
instrument aren’t exactly the most
significant of musical stylings,
Mangum’s status as rarely-spotted yeti of the indie scene since
the dissolution of Neutral Milk
Hotel means that even a slight
harmony on a new track should
generate an unhealthy amount of
buzz.
But is “New Magnetic
Wonder” the “best Apples album
ever”? On first listen, it sounds like
the album might earn the Apples a
more mainstream audience, with
the almost too-catchy chorus of
“Energy” and the simple sad-sack
lyrics of “Same Old Drag.” The
album, which features 14 tracks
and 12 short musical interludes,
trades the more intimate, breezy
bliss of earlier work like “Tone
Soul Evolution” for a very clean,

Courtesy Joshua Kessler

Apples in Stereo are back. The seminal indie pop band just released their ﬁrst album in ﬁve years.
polished production. The line
between solid retro pop and shallow, throwaway tracks is thin, and
The Apples fall on both sides of
the line here. While Wood’s help
will make their record cause a
splash, whether Jeff Mangum’s
slight presence is enough to keep
fickle indie fans hooked remains
to be seen.
One thing’s for sure – all the
press and celebrity partnerships

aren’t turning the veteran rockers into divas. Allen of life on the
road, “I think the worst we do is
like, smoke too much pot and fall
asleep. That’s about as bad as it
gets.”
Apples in Stereo will perform at
Black Cat on Tuesday, February 13.
Tickets are $13 in advance, $15 day
of the show. Casper and the Cookies
open, and the concert begins at 8:00
p.m. n

GAY MEN WANTED
www.HPVvaccineTrials.com

Seeking Healthy Gay Men 18-26 for Human Papillomavirus
(HPV) Investigational Vaccine Study
HPV is the most common sexually transmitted infection in
the United States
HPV infection can lead to genital warts and anogenital cancer

Think about the future.

To volunteer call: 202-745-6197
HPVVaccineTrial@wwc.org
Study volunteers will be compensated for their time and
travel expenses
*The individuals portrayed are models. Any characterizations depicted herein are not attributable to these models.
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Jake Sherman – Sports Editor (jsherman@gwhatchet.com)
Joanna Shapes – Asst. Sports Editor (jshapes@gwhatchet.com)

NUMBER CRUNCH
–Number of years since the GW women’s
basketball team has been in the top 10 of
women’s college basketball

GW moves into top 10 in both polls
by Joanna Shapes
Assistant Sports Editor

As the women’s basketball team
moves into the top 10, athletic ofﬁcials
have a lot to be happy about. There’s
just one big letdown.
“If I can be blunt, the only disappointment is that students don’t come,”
Director of Athletics Jack Kvancz said
about game attendance.
The Colonials moved into the top
10 this week in the Associated Press and
ESPN/USA Today polls for the ﬁrst
time since the 1996-1997 season.
GW is ranked eighth in the AP poll
and tied for ninth in the ESPN/USA
Today coaches poll – the highest in
program history. During the 1991-1992
season, GW was ranked sixth in the AP

poll.
The 19-2 Colonials have been in the
top 25 in the coaches poll since the second week of the season, followed by a
top-25 ranking in both polls the following week. The squad has not dropped
out of either poll since.
“I think it’s exciting for our team
and for the University,” head coach Joe
McKeown said. “If it helps bring more
attention or attract fans, then it’s great.
If it becomes a distraction, then it’s not
good. Our main goal is to stay focused
and concentrate on the next game.”
Kvancz said that the ranking is a
testament to the performance of the
women’s team and to McKeown, but
that it does not guarantee the women
a high seed in the NCAA Tournament.
Kvancz said he believes the women will

be seeded no higher than a three in the
NCAA Tournament. Kvancz, a member
of the men’s selection committee from
1998-2003, said that in NCAA women’s
basketball, a team’s seeding often comes
down to the program’s history and reputation on top of the squad’s record.
It’s too early to tell what seed the
women will receive, McKeown said,
but his squad’s strong out-of-conference schedule should inﬂuence the selection committee.
The last time GW was in the top 10,
it was awarded a ﬁve seed and reached
the Elite Eight. When GW was sixth in
the country, it was an eight seed and
ousted in the second round of the tournament.
Kvancz said he would like to improve the students’ enthusiasm for the

women’s team. While its male counterparts often pack Smith Center, the
women have been averaging a little
more than 600 people per game in a
venue that seats 5,000.
Kvancz and McKeown both said
that they feel a bit of frustration that
the women’s team does not receive the
attention they believe the Colonials deserve on campus.
“It hurts to see the student body
supporting the men’s team but not the
women’s team,” McKeown said. “Most
of our fans have been supporting us
for a long time and come from the surrounding community. We need to go
out and make a push to get students at
the games.”

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

GW hosts Duquesne Thursday at 7.

Ready for a-rival

‘A big game’

Photo by Ben Solomon/photo editor

A recent rivalry

by Andrew Alberg
Senior Staff Writer

The GW’s men’s basketball game Saturday comes under a set
of unusual circumstances. The Colonials (15-6, 6-3 Atlantic 10) are
playing to avoid its first three-game losing streak since the 20032004 season, when the team lost four in a row. The game is also on
national television (ESPN2) and Smith Center is sold out, both firsts
for the season. And most significantly, it comes against one of the
school’s biggest rivals: Xavier.
“This is just a big game,” senior Carl Elliott said. “It’s Xavier, it’s
on TV, it’s at home and it’s in front of a sold-out crowd.”
The game is also important in broader terms. Since beating
Rhode Island Jan. 27 to take possession of first place in the A-10,
GW has lost consecutive road games to Dayton and Saint Louis.
Now tied for third in the conference with Xavier and Fordham, the
Colonials are facing a rude awakening.
“After we won the Rhode Island game, everybody got a
little comfortable,” sophomore
Cheyenne Moore said. “We
KEY PLAYERS
forgot that everybody is still
Xavier’s Stanley Burrell, GW’s
coming after us. Now I feel like
Carl Elliott, Xavier’s Justin
we’re back on track.”
Doellman and GW’s Maureece
“Teams lose all the time;
that’s basketball. It’s how you
Rice ﬁgure to play major roles
respond to the losses that matin Saturday’s game.
ters,” Moore added.
Xavier is not a team GW
wants to face to end a losPOINTS (per game)
ing streak, Elliott said. Xavier
16.7
CE
13
junior Stanley Burrell is averXXXX
SB
aging 13.4 points per game
13.4
and is capable of single-handMR
edly beating teams, something
16.7
Elliott said the Colonials need
JD
13.1
to prevent.
Karl Hobbs, GW’s head
coach, said that rebounding is the biggest problem facing the
Colonials. He also noted the disparity in free-throw shooting in the
team’s last two games.
“Part of it is just a mindset,” Hobbs said. “I like the officials to
pay close attention to when we’re attacking the rim.”
GW is coming off a weeklong break, allowing the team to rest
injuries and to work out some of its on-court issues.“This is a test
for our character,” Moore said. “They’re obviously a really good
team and we’re a really good team. To get back in the flow of things
would take a big win, and this would be a big win for us to get back
where we want to be as far as the league and team chemistry.”
In the midst of this loosing streak, the Colonials are nursing the
fourth-longest home winning streak in the country at 24 games.
Elliott hasn’t forgotten the streak, which he said makes the game
“more exciting.”
“It definitely means something to me,” Elliott said. “To be able
to do something like that at home is a beautiful thing. To beat those
guys to keep our record going would be a lovely thing.” n

GW V. XAVIER AT SMITH CENTER
Saturday, 8 p.m., ESPN2 and Washington Post Radio

by Jake Sherman
Sports Editor

Hatchet ﬁle photo

(Above) Junior Maureece Rice
elevates over a Xavier player
during last year’s game at Cintas Center in Cincinnati. The
Colonials square off against
the Musketeers Saturday at 8
p.m. at Smith Center.
(Top) Senior Carl Elliott speaks to
assistant coach Derrell Brooks
after a practice Wednesday afternoon at Smith Center.

The writing is on the wall
at Xavier – literally.
When
talking
about
the Musketeers – for years
the cream of the crop in the
Atlantic 10 – Karl Hobbs mentions the jerseys hanging on
the wall of Cintas Center in
Cincinnati.
They commemorate the
13 former Xavier players that
have found their way on to
NBA rosters. David West,
Lionel Chalmers, Brian Grant
and Tyrone Hill. The list goes
on as the years progress, as
does Xavier’s chokehold on
the Atlantic 10.
Karl Hobbs recognizes and
respects what Thad Matta,
now head coach at Ohio State,
and head coach Sean Miller
have built in Cincinnati. In setting a benchmark for his program, Hobbs has used Xavier
countless times as the model
of success.
“They have a world-class
facility that they play in,”
Hobbs said. “They have one of
the best facilities. They sell the
place out. All the games are on
TV locally. It’s a whole different world from here.”
In the twilight of Xavier’s

XAVIER
from p. 1
with a rare 8 p.m. start, where a loss would
break GW’s 23-game home winning streak
and extend the Colonials’ losing streak to
three games. A win in this game, which
ESPN 2 is televising, would be the sec-

reign, after it won the A-10
championship and reached the
NCAA’s Elite Eight in 20032004, along came GW: a runand-gun team rife with young
talent and a new animated
coach. Universes collided, as

A rivalry was born
with Xavier; a university more than
500 miles away.
the two teams played with an
eerily similar style. A rivalry,
with no footing in geographic
proximity, was born.
Looking at the record, the
rivalry doesn’t seem very competitive. A Hobbs-led team has
beaten Xavier only once: during last year’s magical run that
ended with an undefeated season in the A-10.
In the 516 miles between
Cincinnati and Washington, a
leg-bruising, last-second deciding type of game was born. To
understand when the rivalry
was originally conceived, you
have to go back.
Maybe to March 1999 when
Shawnta Rogers hit a threepointer at the buzzer in front

ond against Xavier in Coach Karl Hobbs’
tenure. With many students hoping to see
GW beat an Atlantic 10 rival in a nationally televised game, athletic department
ofﬁcials are anticipating the season’s ﬁrst
completely sold-out game.
“We have nothing,” Kvancz said.
“Now, will I get some calls Thursday and
Friday for tickets? Probably, but I don’t
know what I’ll do.”
The 8 p.m. tip off makes this match up

of nearly 5,500 fans to topple
the Musketeers for GW’s first
A-10 West title. It snowballed
in the 2004 A-10 Tournament
when Xavier pummeled GW
in the semifinals.
Most unforgettably for current students was 2004’s lastsecond shot by Stanley Burrell,
which gave Xavier a 66-65 win.
But last year, the Colonials put
all the pieces together to win
89-86, erasing a 17-point deficit.
Carl Elliott, a senior that
has lost three times to the
Musketeers, agreed with the
fact that the rivalry was born
from defeat.
“I think that’s the thing,”
Elliott said. “They’ve been
close games every time we’ve
played. It will be a great game
again.”
Cheyenne Moore, a transfer from Clemson, has never
played against Xavier but he
feels a deep sense of competition.
“Everybody is calling for
tickets,” Moore said. “Everyone
wants to see it.”
The next chapter will be
decided Sunday, most likely in
front of a packed Smith Center.
If history follows suit, the next
chapter will be closed in the
last second. n

GW’s only night game of the year and is
wholly due to the television broadcast.
“I’d rather play Saturday afternoon,”
Kvancz said. “Just because Saturday afternoon is for basketball.”
Festivities begin at 1 p.m. Saturday
with a barbecue in Kogan Plaza hosted by
Program Board and Hippo Grillmasters
student organization. All fans planning to
attend the game are urged to wear Buff-colored shirt for a planned “Buff Out.”n
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MALL
from p. 1

training should be for security
officers with respect to terror,”
he said.
The program is called a
hybrid course because it has
a classroom component and a
take-home, online component.
Training officers from various
security companies and facilities administer a face-to-face
session and then hand out a
DVD and a guidebook that
will later serve as a job-aide
for trained guards.
The students take home
the DVD and complete the
course at their own pace,
Maniscalco said. The DVD
contains video skits of various scenarios in which a mall
security guard might find him
or herself.
An example outlined in the
video is a security guard’s confrontation with a man dressed
as a janitor who appears to be

watering plants with a hose. A
closer look from an observant
guard would reveal that janitor does not have the proper
identification badge and could
be spraying toxic chemicals
into the air.
After the students have
viewed the DVD, they log on
to a GW server to complete
the testing portion of the program, which includes a pretest, a series of quizzes as the
information is reviewed and a
final test.
The institute initially tried
the program on training officers and has marked a 15.6
percent improvement ratio,
from the pre-test to the posttest, even among officials who
were already familiar with
security protocol, Maniscalco
said.
There are roughly 120,000
security officers in the nation’s
shopping center base, and GW
and the ICSC are in the process of administering the program to the first 22,000.
Maniscalco would not

name malls whose guards are
currently receiving training
because he did not want jeopardize the security of malls
whose guards have not yet
enrolled in the program.
He said that shopping centers in the Washington area
are and will be involved in the
process. Officials at Tyson’s
Corner Mall would not comment on the training of their
officers for security reasons.
According to an article
in the Washington Post last
month, the institute and ICSC
have come under criticism by
officials who question the feasibility and necessity of the
program.
“I don’t see how anyone
can criticize the private sector spending their money to
train security officers,” said
Maniscalco in response to the
criticisms. “It doesn’t use taxpayer dollars, and it teaches
the guards to be aware of their
surroundings without interfering with the shopping center experience.” n

Sleep and Weight Study

Do you usually sleep less than 6 hours a night?
Are you obese?
Are you between 18 and 50 years of age?
If you are interested in learning more about the effect
your sleep habits may have on your weight,
contact us. You may be eligible for a new and
exciting study being conducted at the
National Institutes of Health.
• Approximately 7 short visits within approximately 12 months.
• Medical and sleep evaluations at no cost.
• Compensation for participation.
• Visits take place at the National Institutes of Health Clinical Research
Center in Bethesda, MD.
• Metro service and validated parking available.

Please call 1-800-411-1222

TTY: 1-866-411-1010
Refer to study number 06-DK-0036
http://clinicaltrials.gov

News

Finding fun in engineering
Roddis creates animated
CD to help engineering
students visualize concepts
by Nadia Sheikh
Hatchet Staff Writer
Professor W.M. Kim Roddis teaches at GW, but
in a way, she instructs students across the nation
every day.
Roddis, an expert on civil engineering, developed software that thousands of students use in
scores of engineering programs around the nation.
She developed a CD in response to her observation
that engineers are often visual learners. The program
shows animation
of concepts and
Second in a series of
images related to
professor proﬁles
civil engineering.
Roddis said about
half of the 160 civil
engineering programs in the country utilize her animated CD as part of their curricula.
“I felt ... if you could just watch (an illustration)
once on this little two or five minute clip, it just makes
so much more sense,” said Roddis, who became
chair of the department of civil and environmental
engineering in 2004.
Through the increased use of technology, Roddis
said she believes more students will become attracted
to the field of engineering.
“There aren’t enough young people that want to
go into engineering ... and I think one of the reasons
for this is that we don’t communicate to young people
how much fun (engineering) is,” Roddis said.
From an early age, Roddis can recall her interest in science, architecture and mathematics. Born
in Arlington, Va., Roddis moved often. Locales she
called home include Virginia, Pennsylvania, New
York and New Jersey.
After graduating from an all-girls boarding
school, Roddis attended the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology where she quickly recognized her love
for engineering, particularly civil engineering.
“Structural engineers have all the fun,” Roddis
said. Determined to spark interest in her field, she
went on to study civil engineering while eventually
earning a bachelors of science, a masters of science
and a doctoral degree from MIT.
Because Roddis said she wanted hands-on experience in the field of engineering after graduation, she
designed heavy industrial buildings – like power and
chemical plants – for four years.
Roddis then spent two years working on general
commercial design building schools, offices, hospitals
and dormitories, as well as an additional year as a
bridge engineer.
“Looking back on it, it worked out great, because
if you’re going to teach structural engineers and if
you have practical experience – designing and in the
field – you’ve got a pretty solid background to feel
like you’re giving people not just a textbook education,” Roddis said.
Roddis’ career as a professional academic began
with the 16 years she taught at University of Kansas’

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

Professor W.M. Kim Roddis, an expert on civil
engineering, developed visual software that
thousands of students around the country use
in engineering programs.

School of Engineering, where she was the first woman
to earn tenure in KU’s School of Engineering.
“I’m very proud of my time at KU, but the problem was I had done everything I could do there,”
said Roddis, adding that her first thoughts of the job
opening Roddis later secured at GW compared it to
a “puzzle.”
“They were looking for someone who wanted to
be chair, they were looking for someone who could
teach steel design and they were looking for someone
who could do research,” Roddis said.
Last fall, Roddis taught the introductory course
to civil and environmental engineering and an upperlevel steel design course. She described GW engineering students as “good at engineering ... but (what)
makes them different is they tend to have broad interests about how engineering affects society,” she said.
“I like building things and building a department is just as much as fun as building a bridge,”
Roddis said.
Roddis added that she hopes that her students
“wind up being able to learn at a greater depth and
... (that) all of them take away the fact they should be
enthusiastic about what they’re doing and find something to do that they love.”
Roddis currently resides in Vienna, Va. with her
husband, a computer scientist whom she met at MIT,
her 17-year-old daughter and her 12-year-old son. n
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Doctor of Physical
Therapy Program
Apply Now! Applications for admission to the
Doctor of Physical Therapy (DPT) degree program
are now being accepted for the Fall 2007 semester.
The DPT degree program offers a fully integrated
didactic and clinical curriculum.

“AN

ABSOLUTE
SHOCKER
IN EVERY WAY
IMAGINABLE.

Our faculty members are experienced educators,
scholars, and clinicians, and are highly regarded in
the professional arena.

IF YOU COUNT
YOURSELF A FAN OF

Our graduates are prepared to provide quality
patient care and to assume leadership roles in the
profession and the community. They will tell you
that their education in this program has provided
them with an unparalleled learning experience and
has positioned them for employment with the best
in the physical therapy community.

‘THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS’
AND ‘RED

DRAGON’,

YOU OUGHT TO BE
LINING UP FOR
THIS ONE.”

-PETE HAMMOND, MAXIM

There is no better community in which to live and
learn in than that provided by The George
Washington University and the School of Medicine
and Health Sciences.
For more information visit our website:
www.gwumc.edu/healthsci
from the author of

THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS
and

HANNIBAL

DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH QUINTA COMMUNICATIONS AND INGENIOUS FILM PARTNERS A PETER WEBBER FILM “HANNIBAL RISING”
COSTUME
DESIGNER ALLAN STARSKI
GASPARD ULLIEL GONG LI RHYS IFANS DOMINIC WEST CASTINGBY LEO DAVIS MUSICBY ILAN ESHKERI AND SHIGERU UMEBAYASHI DESIGNER
ANNA SHEPPARD PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATE
DIRECTOR OF
LINE
COPHOTOGRAPHY BEN DAVIS EDITORS PIETRO SCALIA, A.C.E. VALERIO BONELLI PRODUCER LORENZO DE MAIO PRODUCER GUY TANNAHILL PRODUCERS CHRIS CURLING PHILIP ROBERTSON
EXECUTIVE
PRODUCED
BASED ON
PRODUCERS JAMES CLAYTON DUNCAN REID
BY DINO DE LAURENTIIS MARTHA DE LAURENTIIS TARAK BEN AMMAR THE BOOK BY THOMAS HARRIS
SCREENPLAY
DIRECTED
BY THOMAS HARRIS
BY PETER WEBBER
WWW.HANNIBALRISING.COM

STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9TH IN THEATERS EVERYWHERE

www.gwu.edu/gradinfo

5.75”x10.5”

01541

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION INSTITUTION CERTIFIED TO OPERATE IN VA BY SCHEV.

Join us for an
information session
all sessions start at 5:30 pm
December 19 & January 17

RSVP today!
202.994.8237
hspmkw@gwumc.edu
To request an application
call 202.994.2807 or
hsphora@gwu.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
The GW Hatchet Thursday, February 8, 2007

Dylan Brogan, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email:
classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web:
gwhatchet.com/classifieds

245 - RENT DC

270 - SUBLETS OFFERED

APTS FOR RENT Modern Apts w/ DW,
Disposal, Hardwood ﬂoor, patio, central
air, washer & dryer inside ea unit. units
sleep 2 to 3 people. $1800 to $2700 per
month starting June 1, 2007. Call Ron for
preview 202-251-7500 or ronroudi@ﬁrstn
ationwidemgmt.com

Apts, Sublets & Rooms
BROWSE & LIST FREE!

www.TheSublet.com

All Cities & Areas! 201-265-7900

STUDIO FOR RENT Large studio near
foggy bottom and GWU Campus, at 2000
F St, kitchen, bathroom, large walk-in
closet, laundry facilities in building. $1030
all utilities included. Available March 1st,
Email japhidel@aol.com. For more info
call 202-785-2622.

460 - TRAVEL

615 - FULL TIME

675 - SUMMER JOBS

Restaurant Servers-Filomena Voted AOL
Digital Cityís “Washingtonís Best Italian Restaurant 2005, 2006, and maybe
2007. Filomena Servers can potentially
earn $40-60K or more. 1 year ﬁne dining
service exp. req.. Located in the Heart of
Gítown on Wisconsin Ave. Applications
available online at www.ﬁlomena.com., fax
202-338-8806, email:michael@ﬁlomena.
com or call 202-338-8800

SPRING EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

Part time during semster, Full time during breaks.
$11/hr + Bonuses. Multiple positions available. Bell
Wine and Spirit. 1821 M. St. NW. Shelf-stocking,
counter work and delivery. Contact Mr. Luskin,
202-223-4727.

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID
SPRING BREAK IN LONDON 2007 The
best Spring Break ever! $549 pp, and
includes bed and breakfast, free drinks
night, an amazing daylong sightseeing
tour and river cruise, a weekly transport
travelcard, a London guidebook, an optional Da Vince Code tour and pub crawl
and lots more! 1 800 599 8635;
sales@springbreaklondon.com;
www.
springbreaklondon.com. 800-599-8635 x
ID 2497289

255 - SALE DC

DUPONT FULL 1 BD CONDO GEM
Throwing money away? Own for less
than rent! $314,900 (as low as $1500
in total monthly payment). We pay your
closing costs. Open house every Sunday
from 1p-5p. Perfect location! 5 minute
walk from Dupont Circle and Foggy Bottom Metro stations and GWU in upscale,
beautiful neighborhood. Roof deck pool
for parties & sunning. Spacious layout,
stainless steel appliances, plenty of closet
space in a newly renovated, pet friendly
building. Please contact Julie to visit at
202-365-3506. 1260 21st St, NW, #107.

INTERNSHIP/PAID. WANTED: Aggressive, outgoing go-getter to work with
ﬁnancial adviser at UBS Financial Services. Call Bill Flanigan, vice-president,
301-718-5036.

665 - PART TIME

499 - GENERAL

!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.

YOUR RESUME
IS YOUR PERSONAL
ADVERTISEMENT
Make your effort count, get a little help

PART-TIME RESEARCHERS NEEDED
Call corporations to verify existing data
and obtain new data. No selling. Position
will last several months. $11/hr, casual
environment, various shifts available MF 9am-5pm. Applicants must be reliable
and have great attention to detail. Submit
resumes to hr@judydiamond.com.

resume.writer_reswrite@yahoo.com

260 - SHARE DC

515 - GENERAL

CLOISTERS HOME FOR SALE DETAILS @ 3644reservoir.com

gwhatchet.com/classiﬁeds

������������

CALLING PROJECT ASSISTANT Assistant supervisor of seasonal project
needed. Directly supervise small team of
tele-researchers. Perform administrative
tasks and review work. Strong attention
to detail required. Start late January, work
through early-mid May. $13/hr M-F 9am5pm. Send resume to hr@judydiamond.
com.

EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www. AdDriveTeam.com.

Need a Roommate?
Let the Hatchet
Help!
The Best Part:
It’s FREE!!!
Contact Us Today!!!

Classiﬁeds Online

610 - CHILD CARE

�����������
������������
����������������������
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EGG DONATION Now interviewing applicants to be egg donors for medical proceedings $5000.00 + expenses www.surrogacy-solutions.com 1-800-277-4004 or
301-421-0085 Shrybman Law Ofﬁces, P.

SITTERS WANTED. $10+/HOUR Register FREE for jobs at: student-sitters.com.

����������������
�����������������

Healthy Volunteers Needed for Child
& Adolescent Mental Health Research
You may be eligible if you are:
• Between the ages of 10-17
• Medically healthy
• Free of current or past history of psychiatric illness
• Free of a history of head trauma with loss of consciousness
• Not currently taking any medication
Researchers at the NIMH are seeking healthy child and
adolescent volunteers to participate in studies on mood and
anxiety disorders. Participation in these studies may include a
physical exam, lab work, brain imaging, and/or psychological
interviews. The studies are conducted at the NIH Clinical
Center in Bethesda, Maryland.
Compensation is provided.

301-594-8705

Please call:

(TTY: 1-866-411-1010)

http://patientinfo.nimh.nih.gov

or forThe
other
www.clinicaltrials.gov
Newstudies:
York Times
Syndication Sales Corporation

The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
609
609 Greenwich
Greenwich Street,
Street, New
New York,
York, N.Y.
N.Y. 10014
10014
For
Information
Call:
1-800-972-3550
For Information
Call: 1-800-972-3550
National Institute
of Mental
Health
For Release Thursday,
Tuesday, February
February6,8, 2007
2007

National Institutes of Health, Department of Health & Human Services
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11 Wounds
Extensivewith a

29
27 Country’s
Upstate N.Y.

grenade,
spread in
6 slang
Start of a quote
on obstinacy
by
6 ___
carte
James Russell
9 Just
squeeze
by
Lowell
139 “The
Bathers”
“Nothing in
painter
Common” star,
1986 Pooh?
15 Naked
14
Steven Bochco
17 “An
series
Inconvenient
15 Truth”
Gearwheel
presenter
tooth cutter
18 Sources of free
16 drinks
Nicholas Gage
book
19
17 Bullwinkle’s
“Far ___ eye …”
salon
18 Tribe
application?
encountered
21 Abbr.
after
early in
themany
aLewis
major’s
andname
Clark
expedition
22 Lop-___
19 Opposite
Central point
23
SSW
20 Kind of camera
24 Blue
21 Fam. member
26
22 Omaha
Place forBeach
fishing
23 time
Ruffled, with
27 Hollywood’s
“up”
and
Diane
24 Alan
Quote,
part
2

McEntire
college
32
fare
28 Luau
Having
a surly
demeanor
33 Think
the world
30 of
1967 hit with the
repeated lyric
35 Hunk
“Yes I am / And I
38 The
#4
can’tBruins’
help / But
love you
so”
39 USA
Today
32 chart
Quote,
part 3
shape
36 ___
Orchestra
40
Irvin,
section
classic
37 cartoonist
Zulfikar ___
Bhutto, 1970’s
41 Washed away
Pakistani leader
43
38 Aardvark’s
“Phooey!”
morsel
39 Vets, e.g.: Abbr.
44
quaff
40 “Beowulf”
Home
45
42 “___
Hookbleu!”
shape
43 P.
When
48
& L. said three
times, comment
statement
of annoyance
preparers
45
Bit ofjudicata
neckwear
52 ___
48
Quote,
part 4
54 Anonymous
53 John
End of the quote
55 Struck
1977 down
55
biographical
56 Sphere
in space
Broadway
play
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58
Draw
56 Quick
Last: Abbr.
with
57 McGraw
Greek porches
laryngitis?
59 Intermediary
61 Laconic
60 Bottom line
president
61 Some guitar
63 Many a realty

playing, slangily
deal
62 German dessert
64 Bugs Bunny’s
63 coat?
Adelaide-toMelbourne dir.
65 Indigent one
64 Upper sky
66 Black cat, to
some
DOWN
67 Hails from
1 Rocky
Learning device
Earliest person
682 Reporters
to see a sunrise,
typically
DOWN
3 Cockpit
readings
14 Set
up forcomic
a fall
Stand-up
2 Prepare
for
famous for
another
carrying shot
a rolledup newspapercat
3 Silky-coated
onstage
4 Loosey-___
Months of the
55 Begot
year, e.g.
6 Be plentiful
6 Lead-in to fare
7 Ran out
7 Monopoly
8 Bellicose
purchase god
98 Fall
back place
Stopping
10 Beloved
Bambi?
in a Carlo
Levi
title Saint11 “___
9 Lazare”
Cohort (Manet
10 painting)
Bygone spray
12
old-style
11 Once,
Opposite
of
eternally
14 Sleep
acronym
12 Hydrocarbon
Quaint school
16
togs
suffixes
13 Being
Hair quality
20
broadcast
promised
byetc.
25 Oils,
busts,
some shampoos
27 Some members
25 “___ gods …!”:
of Parliament
Brutus, in
28 Left
Bank
locale
“Julius
Caesar”
30
Domesticated
26 Imogene’s
insect
comic partner
31
29 Org.
Abbr.with
in aa
noted
Bible’sjournal
name
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26

66
62
Puzzle
Stewart
Puzzle by
by C.
EdW.
Early

32
of the
31 Creator
McSorley’s

Ushers
offering
34
33 Get
Tinyfirm
bit
35
34 Ring
“Evil insert
Woman”
1975
36 Itgrp.,
needs
35 refinement
Good
Samaritan’s
37 Porky
Pig’s
offering
home
movie
40 presentation?
Golden ___
39
41 Cuts
Flair back

46

59

64
59
67
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43

54
49
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22

27
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32

25

78

No. 1226
1228

48
47

49
52

54
57

To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.

����
58

61
68
64

42
political
43 1950’s
“You ___

51
looks
51 Villainous
Vegas request
inits.
bother”
53
Tzu
52 ___
Pioneering
44 Slow,
Fly on a score 55 Shorn
46
musician
in
animals
stereo ___ Light
46
Isolate
47 Tools for apples 56 Twice cuatro
47 Outfielder’s cry 53 How food may
57 Gad
about at a
48 Ninth-inning
be ordered
48 pitcher
Sabre or
59
Anita
of jazz
restaurant
Senator
49 Main Street
54
Benefit
60
West
ender?
49 Get up
event, maybe
55 Grid
Rod great
62
50 A little better
50 Market
areas
58 Dawson
Old geog. inits.
than average

For
For answers,
answers, call
call 1-900-285-5656,
1-900-285-5656, $1.20
$1.20 aa minute;
minute; or,
or, with
with aa
credit
credit card,
card, 1-800-814-5554.
1-800-814-5554.
Annual
Annual subscriptions
subscriptions are
are available
available for
for the
the best
best of
of Sunday
Sunday
crosswords
crosswords from
from the
the last
last 50
50 years:
years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online
Online subscriptions:
subscriptions: Today's
Today's puzzle
puzzle and
and more
more than
than 2,000
2,000
past
past puzzles,
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords
nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95
($34.95 aa year).
year).
Share
Share tips:
tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum.
nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords
Crosswords for
for young
young
solvers:
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Small Group Tutoring
Online
Classroom

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FRE
E.

Play Super Sudoku and
win prizes at:

The Sudoku Source of
“The GW Hatchet”.

800-2Review • PrincetonReview.com
Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not afﬁliated with The Princeton
Review. The Princeton Review and The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton
Review, Inc., which is not afﬁliated with Princeton University.
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FLOOD
from p. 1

On the same day, a sprinkler
pipe in the overhang for GW
Hospital’s main entrance near
the Metro station ruptured midafternoon, resulting in cascades of
water flowing from light fixtures
and down the sides of the building.
Hospital employees wearing
yellow rain slicks and hardhats
used ladders to access the busted
pipe as water poured on them.
Other workers quickly mopped
up indoor flooding with towels,
while others poured salt on the
standing water to prevent ice from
forming.
The rupture of the outdoor
pipe was likely the result of the
low temperatures in recent days,
said GW Hospital CEO Richard
Becker. He added that no one was
hurt because of the rapid response
of maintenance personnel to contain the water.
“The guy shut the water to the
sprinklers off and got control of it
pretty quickly,” Becker said.
Becker said the flooding only

affected the ground-floor lobby
with minor seepage that was easily mopped up with towels. He
said there were no delays or complications to the building’s operations.
Nasir Shahid, a vendor that
sells seasonal outerwear and souvenirs in front of the Foggy Bottom
Metro, witnessed the flood.
“I looked up and all of a sudden water was coming out,” he
said. “It just kept coming out.”
Also on Tuesday, the first and
second floors of GW Law School’s
Stockton Hall were evacuated
at about 6 p.m. due to another
instance of flooding.
“Only these areas were evacuated, not the entire Law School
complex,” Lindsay said.
Facilities Management took
more than 30 minutes to respond
to the fourth on-campus flooding
incident. All law school classes
were officially canceled at about
7:00 p.m., Law School professors announced, at which point
University Police officers allowed
students to reenter the building to
retrieve property from lockers in
the basement.
Law school student Elizabeth
Poole said she was studying

administrative law on the third
floor of the Law School’s library
when the fire alarm sounded. She
said there was no flooding in the
area of the building she was in.
Adjunct law professor David
Jonas said he was unsure of what
to do with his class after evacuating.
“I was kind of assuming it
would be a few minutes as these
things usually are,” he said. Jonas,
who works as general counsel
for the National Nuclear Security
Administration, said he was lecturing his class on nuclear nonproliferation when the alarm
sounded.
For the hour between the
building’s evacuation and the
official announcement of canceled
classes, law students waited outside in the frigid temperatures in
case their classes would resume.
The Weather Channel’s Web
site reported temperatures in
Foggy Bottom in the mid-20s,
with a wind chill near 10 degrees
Fahrenheit. The bitterly cold
weather, which began Monday, is
expected to continue throughout
the week. n
–Brandon Butler contributed to
this report.

News

Colonials cracking up

Students try out
for D.C.’s Funniest
College Student
by Niketa Kumar
Hatchet Staff Writer

Tuesday night GW students
took to the stage in the Marvin
Center to be named the District’s
Funniest College Student.
Graduate student Yvonne
Orji and senior Chris Singel,
who were named GW’s winners,
are invited to a final competition among all the participating
D.C. schools at the D.C. Improv
April 11. Student winners from
George Mason, Georgetown,
University of Maryland-College
Park, American and Catholic will
also be competing. The winning
student will receive a paid gig at
the D.C. Improv and an interview
on WJFK’s Morning Show with
“The Junkies.”
GW has participated every
year since the event’s inception
four years ago, and this year,
eight students competed for the
two finalist spots. While the typical dirty jokes with added twists
were prevalent among the competitors, University bashing was
also common.
Sophomore Will Mason
opened, “Some things just suck.
Like paying $50,000 for college. What kind of people do
that? (President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg) is like a beardless,
Jewish Santa Claus, who instead
of giving presents, takes your
money and financial security.”
Senior Greg Kershaw talked
about graduating with no definite
plans and a degree in history.
“(A history major) leaves with
a choice between being a textbook
editor and the assistant manager
at IHOP,” joked Kershaw. Other
contestants included Kevin Mead,
Darren Miller, Travis Helwig and
Tom Nucci.
Allyson Jaffe – founder, event
manager, owner and principal of
the Comedy School at the D.C.
Improv – started the competition
while in college in D.C. She wanted to create a “March Madness
for stand-ups.”
“This is an opportunity for
school pride, having fun and
enjoying comedy,” said Jaffe, who
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Senior Greg Kershaw performs stand-up in Betts Theater Tuesday night during a comedy competition to ﬁnd the funniest college student. Winners from participating D.C. schools will face
off in a ﬁnal competition at the D.C. Improv on April 11.
invites local comedians to act as
judges and hosts. “A lot of first
timers come to my shows and
have the chance to step up and
perform in front of people.”
“Students discuss a wide
range of material: college stuff,
current events, political and religious issues ... there really is no
theme,” she said, adding that
contestants are judged for stage
presence, audience reaction and
originality.
“They are all impressive to
begin with. Out of the thousands at
this school only about 10 stepped
up to compete,” she said.
Jared Stern, a stand-up comedian at the D.C. Improv, acted as
one of judges, along with GW’s
Program Board chair Maria Bea
Querido, a senior. Stern said that
as a judge he looks for presence
on stage, comfort, originality and
a connection with the audience.
“I look to see if they are funnier than me. Then, I don’t let
them progress. I have to stop the
rising competition for myself,”
Stern said.
The District’s Funniest
College Competition at GW was

part of the Air George: Winter
Hoopla celebration hosted by
Program Board. PB Party cochairs Katie Kemen and Joe
Walker, both seniors, have continued the tradition of “GW’s version of Homecoming” as a week
in February amid important basketball games.
“(Jaffe) contacted us about
a date for this year’s competition and we found a good date
that fell within Winter Hoopla. It
worked out well,” Kemen said.
Other events throughout the
week include the Doc Bengali
Hypnotist Show on Thursday at 8
p.m. in the Continental Ballroom,
and a Tailgate and T-shirt Swap
on Saturday from 4 to 6 p.m.
in Kogan Plaza before the men’s
basketball game against Xavier at
8 p.m. The tailgate features face
painting by the Colonial Army
spirit group, food prepared by
the Hippo Grillmasters student
organization, games and music.
Exchange a T-shirt from any other
school with a 2007 GW Colonials
Winter Hoopla shirt at the tailgate. All T-shirts will be donated
to charity. n

The GW Career Center presents…

Spring 2007 Programs & Events
Monday, February 12

Writing Resumes & Cover Letters
4-5pm
Marvin Center 405
Scientific Careers
5-6pm
MVC Eckles Auditorium

Tuesday, February 13
RESUME MADNESS!

530-730pm
Marvin Center Continental Ballroom

MORE INFO:

gwired.gwu.edu/career

•
•
•
•

To be eligible for this study you must be:
Between 18–50 years old
In good health
HIV negative
At low risk for contracting HIV
Participants will receive compensation

MFA

Volunteers needed for a medical research
study of an investigational vaccine for the
prevention of HIV infection.

For more information call Aimee Desrosiers or Suzanne Schuck at: (202) 741-2230
The George Washington University Clinical Trials Unit 2150 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, D.C. 20037
The Clinical Trials Unit is conveniently located in the Ambulatory Care Center

